1. Strip off approximately two inches of outer cable jacket as shown.

2. Keeping foil intact, trim/cut foil leaving 1/2” to 5/8” of foil. Fold back over the cable jacket.

3. Pull drain wire down and away from the conductors and wrap/coil tightly around the foil.

4. Straighten wires, separate pairs, and put in desired order. See wiring chart on crimp tool.

5. Trim wire ends so all conductors are equal length and uniform.

6. Insert wires into the connector and pull connector down over the cable jacket. Cable jacket should seat snugly in rear of connector.

7. Double check wiring sequence and make sure the foil & drain are positioned on the grounding platform of the connector.

8. Push the EZ-RJ45® connector into the Catmaster Crimp Tool. Make sure the connector is fully seated in crimp cavity.

9. Actuate the EZ-RJ45® Tool to crimp and trim wires. Break off any remaining loose wires.